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Report to Secretary. Devartmert of Lefense; by Donald J. Horan
(for Richard W. Gutmann, Director, Logistics and Communications
Div.).

Issue Area: military Prepa.redness Plans: Transportation in
Eae.,ency Situations (804).

contact: Logistics and Coamunicationu Div.
Budget Function: National Defense: Department of Defense -

Military (except p.ocureaent S cnntract3) 1051).
Organizatiou Concerned: Department of t.he Army; Department of

the Navy.
Congressional Relevanc:e: House Committee on Armed services;

Senate Committee on Armed Services.

Military plans for transporting amsuni'ti-n in the event
of a war in Euzope include aughentig the existing
transportation system with a containerize& ammunition
distribution system. Containerized shipping involves less
handling than brevabulk shipping, but it requires Specially
designed support equipment; container storage requires .large
areas of cnc:ete or asphalt-paved srzfaces.
Findings/Conclusions: The Department oa Defense is making plans
to extend containerization capability to all ammunition ;lants
but has rot defined the ruantity of ammunition the system should
be capable of moving. The Arry andi Niy port operators have only
recentl, coordinated planninl -r upgrading port facilities, and
more courdinatiou: is needed to assure that the proper type
capacity in the cight location is available when needed. Kajor
unresolved problems affecti.g the ability of a :ontainerized
system to meet robilization neels are: Will adequate overseas
port faciLities be available? Is there sufficient inland
transportation? Can containerized ammuaition be handled
in-theater? what is the .ost of a containexized system and is it
lustified? Mhai are the problems in shipping annamition from
storage sites? aaere is a need to expose a wider variety of
ammunition shippers and types of ammunition to the system during
peacetime and to experisent with ccleZ*r¢,l containers. Recent
develop;ents have cast 4oubt on the need for a containerized
system and related port iaproveae2t projects of the extezt now
under consideration. For example, current rarmy pla.s call for
sorting larger quantities of aaauie ion in Burcpe which should
reduce sealift requirements. Recommsendations: The Secretary of
Defense should take the necessary action to: define the capacity
and extent of the containerized system and develop a pl2a for
funning construction and equipment acquisition to this capacity,
assure coordination between the army and Navy of planning for



upgrading ammunition ports to increase or maiatain capacity, and
revise present plans and reuvaluate investment decisions to
achieve a balance between programs for propositioning ammunition
and acquiring transportation assets, (Iu:bor/fTU)



REPOIRT BY THE U.S.

General Accounting Office

Progress Made And Improvements
Needed In Developing A Containerized
Ammunition System

In the event of mobilization, the Department
of Defense will rely heavily on modern fast
containerships to deliver ammunition to its
forces overseas. The Department is developing
an ammunition distribution system which will
permit maximum and efficient use of such
ships.

Although much progress has been made ir
this system, problems still exist. This report
qu3stions whether large planned expenditures
should be made before the problems are re-
solved.
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
, WASHING rON, D.C. 20548

LOGISTICS AND COMMUNICATIONS
DIVISION

B-176139

The Honorable
The Secretary of Defense

Dear Mr. Secretary:

We have reviewed military plans for transportingammunition in the event of a war in Europe. These plansinclude augmenting the existing transportation system witha containerized ammunition distribution system.

This is an unclassified version ?f our report.Cladsitied information has been deleted.

We believe there is a need for more study and bettercoordination and control before investing large sums forthe containerized system. Some matters which need to beaddressed include:

--Identifying the quantity and capacity the container-izec system would handle.

-- Maintaining coordination between the Army and Navyon port operations and improvement plans.
-- Possible inadequacies in the containerized system

to meet wartime needs due to major unresolved issues.
-- The need to expose a wider variety of ammunition

shippers and types of ammunition to the system dur-ing peacetime and to experiment with-commercial orn-tainers.
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-- Analyzing recent developments whish cast doubt on
the need for a containerized system and related
port improvement projects of the size and composition
now under consideration. For example, current Army
plans call for storing larger quantities of ammunition
in Europe which should reduce sealift requirements.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Ammunition is shipped from the United States to overseas
areas either breakbulk or in containers. When shipped break-
bulk, pallets of ammunition are loaded, and blocked and braced
in trucks or railcars for shipment from source (depots or
ammunition plants) to ports. £he pallets are removed from
the trucks or railcars, loaaed on breakbulk ships, and blocked
and braced to minimize movement durirj the voyage. At the
overseas port, the pallets are remuvwd from the ship's hold
and loaded, and blocked and braced in trucks or railcars
for shipment to storage or user.

Containerized shipments, on the other hand, involve
less handling ttan breakbulk shipments. Several pallets of
ammunition are loaded, blocked, and braced in an 8- by 8-
by 20-foot container with a capacity of about 15 tons. The
container is the:J sealed for shipment and placed on a truck
or flatcar for shipment to the port, wh:ce it is removed and
placed into specially designed holds a ~ container ships. At
overseas ports, it is removed from the ship's hold and placed
on a truck or flatcar for shipment to storage or user. Con-
tainerization eliminates the ;multiple handling and blocking
and bracing of individual pallets and provides additional
security.

Containerized shipping requires specially designed sup-
port equipment, such as specialized ramps, heavy-lift cranes
ind forklifts, specialized railcars and truck trailers, and
container chassis. Container storage requires large areas
of concrete or asphalt-pav-d surfaces. When shipping gen-
eral commodities, marry of . iese elements are provided
by commercial carriers and are interfaced into the total
intermodal services offered.
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With ammunition, however, commercial shipping capability
is, for the most part, denied oecause safety restrictions
preclude ammunition from commercial piers and ports. As a
result, all ammunition must be shipped through approved
Department of Defense (DOD) ports and since only one port--
Sunny Point, North Carolina--has any fixed container han-
dling capability, 1/ container shipping has been relatively
limited. However, DOD is moving toward greater use of
containers since containerships are gradually replacing
breakbulk ships in the merchant fleet.

A DOD report on strategic mobility requirements and
programs, dated February 8, 1977 (the latest report avail-
able to us), estimated thatC ldeletedl- _J
ammunition would have to be moved to Europe by sealift in
the event of a European war and recommended a significant
portiun be containerized. The report stated that existing
ammunition port capability could not handle this volume.

To close the gap, the Military Traffic Management Com-
mand proposed that $133 million be spent to upgrade three
east coast ports. That proposal would do >i container
capability to 1,000 a day at the Military ocean Terminal,
Sunny Point, North Ca:olina. Additionally, the proposal
originally envisioned increasing breakbulk capability at
the Military Ocean Te:minal, Sings Bay, Georgia, and the
Naval %eapons rtAtion, Earle, New Jersey.

Since the time of our review, the Navy assumed control
of the Kings Bay facility and plans to use it as a submarine
9ort. Kings Bay will continue to be available for shipping
ammunirtion until commensurate planned expansions to the
Earle facility are completed.

./Some ammunition has been loaded un self-sustaining con-
tainerships (ships which carry their own loading equip-
ment) at the Naval Weapons Stations, Concord, California,
and Earle, New Jeriey. This operation is relatively slow
and much of the benefit of container shipping is lost.
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NEED TO DEFINE CONTAINERIZED
SYSTEM'S CAPACITY

Commands and offices within DOD, responsible for the
various segments of the ammunition transportation pipeline,
have initiated plans or actions in anticipation of the con-
tainerization of large quantities of ammunition. Some
ammunition plants are now being given the capability to
containerize all anticipated production. Plans to extend
total containerization capability to all plants are being
made. Depot plans call f:r a need to have facilities and
equipment to handle cr£cific numbers of containers a day.
Plans for ports' improvements and ocean transport are based
on optimum use of containerships. I,i Europe, theater com-
manders foresee a need to be capable oi hand-liiig
-I deleted- Ipercent of anticipated Army ammunition

requirements in containers.

A.thougi. Committed to a containerized system, DOD
had not, at the time of our review, defined the quantity
of ammunition the system should be capable of roving. Since
the containerized ammunition system is an integ dted con-
cept involving all of the various segments discussed above
and reliant on commercial industry for transportation serv-
ices and transport vehicles, a need exists for oversight
guidance concerning the size and capacity to be achieved.

Not defining the system's capacity could easily result
in an unbalanced system, i.e., too many resources at some
points and too few at others.

This is particularly true because it is not anticipated
that all shipments will be containerized. A good portion
will continue to be shipped on pallets and stowed on break--
bulk sh ps. Questions as to how much ammunition each systemshould be expected to handle and how much redundancy at each
segment is required to assure readiness must be answered.

,lso, container facilities may not be needed at ammuni-
tion plants from which little or no production will be
available for shipment during the time frame of a European
war. The exception would be those plants with significant
volumes of ammunition in storage, if any.
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NEED TO MAINTAIN COORDINATION
IN PLANNING PORT UP-GRATG

The Army and Navy port operators have only recently
coordinated planning for upgrading port facilities. Since
some ammunition ports are operated by the Army's Military
Traffic lManagement Command and others are operated by the
Navy, coordination is needed to assure that the proper type
capacity in the right location is available when needed.

The Military Traffic Management Command's $133 million
proposal to upgrade ammunition ports included a plan to up--
grade breakbulk part facilities at the Naval Weapons 'ta-
tion, Earle. This proposal envisioned facilities for only
Sunny Point to handle containerized military ammunition
shipments. The Navy, however, independently established
plans to build container facilities at Earle and at the
west coast ammunition port, Naval Weapons Station, Concord,
California.

The recent decision to transfer Kings Bay Ocean Terminal
from the Army to the Navy resulted in closer coordination
between the two services. An agreer'ent between the services
was formalized in mili-1977 to provide for an orderly and ex-
peditious Navy takeover of Kings Bay. The agreement also
provided for the Navy to increase the breakbulk port capabil-
ity at Earle to compensate for the loss of the Kings Bay port
as an ammunition shipping facility. Capability must be main-
tained by the Navy at Kings Bay until the Earle improvements
are complete. Navy plans to build container facilities at
Earle have been canceled and the additional breakbulk facili-
ties were estimated to cost about $76 million..

The Army's original upgrading program, and more recently
the agreement reached by the Army and the Navy to coordinate
port improvements, were based on transportation requirements
projected by the DOD report on Strategic Mobility Requirements
and Programs (see p. 3). Not considered in that report, how-
ever, was a later decrease in requirements and a decision to
preposition larger amounts of ammunition in Europe (see p. 11).
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The Army-Navy agreement only concerned east coast port
capability. The Army's plan to increase port capability to
meet projected European requirements also only addressed
east coast ports. However, we found that the Navy was giving
emphasis to upgrading the Naval Weapons Station, Concord,
California, to handle containerized ammunition for an un-
defined Asian requirement. The project would cost $34.9
million, would provide a vessel support system for 750 con-
tainers a day, and was programed for fiscal years 1979-83.

PROBLEMS WHICH WOULD AFFECT
A CONTAINERIZED SYSTEH

An established, intact, balanced containerized system
may offer the services what is needed in mobilizatior--the
capability to move large volumes of ammunition in a short
period of time. However, there are several unresolved
problems, some of which could seriously undermine the sys-
tem. These problems include:

-- Will overseas ports with sophisticated facilities
needed to handle containerized ammunition be destroyed
or otherwise rendered unusable? This would force
unloading by other time-consuming techniques, thereby
negating a primary advantage of containerships--
productivity.

-- Is there sufficient inland transportation?

--Will the overseas theater be able to handle ammuni-
tion in containers?

-- How much will the total containerized system cost?
Since planning for the system has been segmented
at the plants, depots, ports, etc., decisionmakers
have not had the benefit of knowing just how expen-
sive a program they are acting on, and consequently
are not in a position to control cost.

--Will it be possible to assure that ammunition from
storage is moved to ports in containers and break-
bulk in the right quantities to match up with the
type of ship on berth?
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We believe these problems must be addressed in determin-
ing the role of a containerized system during mobilization.
In commenting on a draft of this report, DOD officials agreed
and indicated such problems would be addressed in their not
yet released program management plan.

Will adequate overseas port
facilites be available?

This question can be argued indefinitely. t is addressed
in strategic nobility studie 

-elReted

Whether there will be enough capacity for off-
loading ammunition in containers during a war will depend
on how much container capability remains intact and

deleted

Is there sufficient inland
transportation?

An Army study shows that there are not enough containers
to meet the mobilization requirement. The Military Traffic
Management Command is currently doing a study to determine
whether the inland transportation system, including containers
and flatcars, can move material required in mobilization.
However, the Artr, has not identified the items, tonnages, and
sources for ammunition to oe shipped in containers; yet the
Military Traffic Management Command needs precisely this in-
formation to assess the capability of the system. Until this
is dont, the services can only speculate on whether sufficient
inland transportation assets exist.

Can containerized ammunition
be handled in-theater?

Currently, there is limited capability to handle con-
tainerized ammunit )n in Europe-
[ deleted The Army re-
cently completed a study of containerized shipmen. and
storage of ammunition in Europe. The report contains recom-
nandations on the development of a system capable of handling
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I =deleted{ lof Army ammunition in containers.

Therefore, the capability is contingent on getting the

necessary fundi deleted
deleted

What is the cost of a containerized
system and is it justi ied?

DOu has invested millions of dollars in the containerized
system and is planning for enhancement totaling hundreds of

millions. DOD has not determined what the total cost will be.

The cost of the containerized system will r rtainly be

high. Is the cort Justified? This question can only be
answered after all alternatives to the containerized system

have been analyzed.

What are the problems in shipping
ammunition from storage sites?

Precise planning is needed to coordinate containerized

and breakbulk shipments from storage sites with ships on

berth to preclude port congestion. Given the need to load

both br-akbulk vessels and container vessels at ammunition
ports, a sophisticated scheduling system would have to be

developed to assure that the right types of c4-go (con-

tainerized or palletized) would be available in order to
avoid port congestion and to minimize vessel turnaround
time.

CURRENT PRACTICES SHOULD EXPOSE ALL
POTENTIAL SHIPPERS AND TYPES OF
AMMUNITION TO THE CONTAINER SYSTEM AND
SHOULD TEST COMMERCIAL CONTAINERS

Mobilization plans envision moving a variety of ammuni-

tion items from numerous stateside storage/production sites

to overseas destinations. The plans call for using both
breakbulk and container shipping. Containers are to be

loaded at the ammunition source rather than the port to

prevent congestion. Proponents of the program view the

use of containers as an integral part of the overall sys-

tem that will De required to move the vast quantities of
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ammunition which will be needed. The justification 'or
using containers to move ammunition during preacetime is
based largely on mobilization needs. The objective is to
e,.ercise a system in peacetime which could be rapidly im-
plemented during mobilization.

There is little sembl&ace between the system in use
and that envisioned during mobilization. Specifically,
the shipments are limited to a few different items from
a handful of depots and ammunition plantsy military-owned
containers are uted; and about half the containers are
loaded at ports.

Currently, 160 containers of ammunition are shipped to
ELrope every 6 weeks to exercise the containerized amnmuni-
tion distribution system. Shipments are made on the SS
American Ranger, a breakbulk ship with two holds converted
to accommerdte 160 containers.

tOD has 4,417 ccntaHiers (MILVANs) specifically de-
signed for intermcial shirpment of ammunition, Notwithstand-
ing this large inventory, the services have problems getting
together 160 MILVANs needed for the shipment to Europe.
The basic problem here is that .te MILVANs are scattered all
over the world and are being usod for purposes other than
shipment of ammunition or contingency storage at ammunition
plants/depots. The Army's project manager for containers
is continually trying to get MILVANs returned from overseas
locations. In addition, the MILVANs which are available
are in a deteriorating condition. This is in part attrib-
utable to improper use of forklifts in handling MILVANs.
Repair costs at the port on three recent shipments averaged
about $100 per MILVAN.

There is also a lack of standard application of inspec-
tion criteria for KILVANs. Aa a result, ammunition arriving
at ports in MILVANs occasionally must be removed and placed
into other MILVANs--a costly procedure. In discussing a draft
ot this report, DOD officials told us that the Army is now
preparing a handbook which will set forth inspection criteria.

Cuirently, 80 percent cr ammunition shipments in the
continental United Statos are moved by rail. However, there
is a continuing shortage Nf flatcars for hauling ammunition
in containers. This prob.em was recently aggravated by
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enforcement of a tariff requiring that all railcars carryina
Class A explosives be equipped with roller beatings, high-
friction composition brakechces, and spark shields. Al-though the requirement for higi-friction composition brake-shoes was waived in Novembei 1976, the shortage persists.
Flatcar sufficiency is the subject of continuing analysiswithin DOD.

It currently costs more to ship ammunition in containrs.For example, one study showed that it costs $475,~00 moreto ship 5,086 tons of ammunition in containers than it wou-dby breakbulk. .n apparent reason is the higher rates chargedby inland carrierb for movement of ammunition in containers.

Because of limited transportation funds, minimiT -Ag
the additional costs, rather than exercisingq systemwhich stimuldres mobilization conditions, becomes the ob-.
jective. For example, lighter weight items which are bestsuited for shipment in containers are selected; ammunition
from sources nearest the port is selected to minimize in-land transportation costs; a cost analysis is made to de--termine whether to load containers at sources or the port,
rather than loading at the source as called for in theprogram; and DOD-owned--rather than commercial containers--
are used almost exclusively. Therefore, the results havebeen:

-- Shippers of certain types of ammunition which will
be shipped in wartime are not getting experience in
using containers for this ammunition.

--There has been no testing it the potential for using
a large volume of commercial containers.

With resnect to the testing of commercial containers,DOD officials--in commenting on our findings--said that
some testing is now planned for the fourth quarter of fis-cal year 1978 and more extensive tests are scheduled for
the second quarter of fiscal year 1979.

Several DOD officials cite the need to resolve theoperational problems in the current system if it is torespond during mobilization. We believe these problems
should be resolved, if for no other reason than to enhancecredibility of the system.
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POT. NTIAL MAJOR DECREASE IN
AMM-rJITION SEALIFT REQUIREMENTS

We found that there may be a substantial decrease in
sealift requirements from those shown in the Strategic
Mobility Requirements and Programs Report. This decrease
could have en impact on the need for both port upgrading
and a containerized system.

Army ammunition sealift requirements fcr a war in
Europe have changed substantially.l

deleted

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Planning for support during mobilization and hostili-
ties is complicated. Prepositiuning larger quantities sub-
jects more of the inventory to sabotage or capture. On the
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other hand, reliance on the transportation system to deliver
ammunition overseas during hostilities increases the likeli-
hood that ammunition will not reach the theater because
of factors, such as attrition at sea.

Because of limitations on appropriated funds, all alter-
natives cannot be explored and all eventualities prepared
for. Therefore, the various actions must be considered (1)
in some reasonable order of priority and (2) with good
coordination where disparate commands are involved which
sometimes have different approaches and priorities for the
same type of problem.

But inherent in these problems and alternatives are
some common questions:

-- How much ammunition should the services preposition
in Europe?

-- To what extent is a containerized system needed to
deliver ammunition during mobilization?

In its planning, DOD must achieve balance between programs
for prepositioning ammunition and upgrading transportation
capability.

Our analysis of the current requirements and existing
capawiJ.'> indicates that either the total port upgrading
or total prtp;;it'oning program may not be needed at this
time and that there needs to be better coordination between
the services in establishing the total DOD needs and require-
ments.

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense take necessary
action to:

-- Define the capacity and extent of the containerized
system and develop a plan for funding construction
and equipment acquisition to this capacity. The
current movement of ammunition in containers should
better simulate this system.

-- Assure coordination between the Army and Navy of
planning for upgrading ammunition ports to increase
or maintain capacity.
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-- Revise present plans and reevaluate investment decisions
to achieve a balance between programs for prepositioning
ammunition and acquiring transportation assets.

AGENCY ACTIONS AND OUR EVALUATION

DOD officials want the flexibility to shift from one method
to another, depending on the type of ship to be made available.
They do not intend to replace breakbulk with the container mode.
These officials recognize that most of the problems discussed
in this report exist ana they are planning actions to alleviate
existing impeaiments to a fully operational container i.ed
ammunition distribution system.

A proposed Program Management Plar, dated May 1978, has
been prepared by the Director for Transportation and Ware-
housing "ollcy, Office of the Assistanc Secretary of Defense
(ManpoweL, Reserve Affairs and Logistics). This plan has
been coordinated with the military services and, if approved,
should provide program direction, tasks, priorit:es, and
target dates necessary for development of the c' tainerized
ammunition distribution system. The plan designates the
Department of the Army as "lead service" for program manage-
ment. The plan encompasses many tasks completed, in process,
and to be started.

It also establishes a capacity to which the total con-
tainerized ammunition system should be built and envisions
a system in which 1,000 containers a day can be shipped
through the Sunny Point Terminal to Europe and 500 containers
a day from the west coast to the Pacific. All segments in
the system will be enhanced to achieve this capacity.

We questioned the basis for the Sinny Point capability
because the transportation requirements set forth in the
Joint Chiefs of Staf. (JCS) Strategic ;'obility Study men-
tioned on page 3, Aid not consider rec nt reductions and
plans to preposition large amounts of Ammunition in-theater.
DOD officials say that a new JCS study, not yet released,
takes into account the reduction in total requirements and
the decision to preposition larger amounts overseas, as
discussed on page 1±. Notwithstanding this significant
decrease in sealift requirements, these officials state that
the new study also supports a need for a 1,000 container
a day capability. We have not been gijen access to these
stud ies.
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Although DOD has taken some steps to correct problems
noted in this report, much remains to be done. Questions
posed on page 6 remain unanswered. These questions
should be addressea in depth before proceeding with port
upgrading. DOD must demonstrate progress toward resolving
problems existing in developing other portions of the system,
realizing that no single part of the system will be fully
functional if the complete system cannot De fully responsive.

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recom-
mendations to tre House Committee on Government Cperations
and the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs not latte
than 60 days after the date of the report and to the House
and Senate Committees on Appropriations with the agency's
first request for appropriations made more than 60 days
after the date of the report.

We are sending copies of this report to the Chairmen
of the House Committees on Appropriations, Armed Services,
and Government Operations; the Chairmen of the Senate Com-
mittees on Appropriations, Armed Services, and Governmental
Affairs; and to the Director, Office of Management and Budget.

We woul'd appreciate being advised of actions taken on
the matters discussed in this letter.

3iticerely yours,

R. W. Gtitmann
Director

(9433ub)
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